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Presidents Message
As the holiday season approaches, I began reflecting upon the past year, and realized that we just had our first anniversary at our current meeting location. I think
you would agree that this new venue has served us well. And I am always
pleased to see the great turn out of members at our monthly meetings. Just last
month, we had over 60 members and visitors at the monthly meeting. When you
look at the membership overall, it is interesting to note that about 40 percent of the
current membership have been members since the inception of the DRAA or three
years; not a majority, but a healthy number nonetheless. The other interesting
statistic is that almost 23 per cent of the membership has been with the Association for less than 1 year. The balance have been members for 1-2 years. And we
continue to receive new members every month. In this regard, I would like to welcome new members Aeneas Lane, Antony Alexander and Joaquin Salvador to the
DRAA. If you are a new member, please introduce yourself to the Executive. It is
sometimes difficult to put a name to a face as the membership grows and turns
over.
With this season also comes the winter access reminder about DRAACO, our dark-sky observing site. December usually
wraps up the time when DRAACO is still accessible. With little or no snow on the ground, you still should be able to access the
site. However, you should refrain from using the site if there has been a significant snowfall. However, if your equipment permits it, you are welcome to "walk-in" to the site from the road, and take advantage of the propane heated warm-up shelter. The
site will reopen towards the end of April. In the intervening months, why not join fellow DRAA members as we tour the community giving public stargazing and other events. Take a moment to note upcoming events as they are planned over the net few
months.
I hope to see many of you out at the upcoming monthly meetings. We hope to have more "hands on" and learning workshops
suitable for all aptitudes. Until then, have a safe and enjoyable holiday season.
Clear Skies & Good Observing!

DRAA In Touch
Mailing Address
728 Anderson St. N.
P.O. Box 59007
Whitby, Ontario
Canada
L1N 0A4
Email
info@drastronomy.com

Light Pollution Success Story

Phone
905-721-7450
Answering Service

eh@drastronomy.com

Remember you can join the DRAA Email list server to
keep in touch with members and schedule outings to
DRAACO. For more information sign into the members section of the web site and click the Forum link.
Online
http://www.drastronomy.com
Members Meetings
Informative and engaging monthly member meetings
are usually held on the 3rd Tuesday of each month
September through June. Check the web site or Event
Horizon for confirmation of meeting dates.
Meetings are held at:
Simce Street United Church Hall
66 Simcoe Street South, Oshawa

Recently the street light in
front of my place was malfunctioning, so I reported the
problem to the Oshawa PUC.
On being told the problem
would be taken care of, I
asked to speak to someone in
charge of maintenance. I explained to him how the existing light was flooding not only
my living room and bedrooms
but lighting up the roof of my
house as well. We both had a
good laugh over that one, and
then I politely asked him if it
would be possible to replace the existing fixture with a full cut-off
fixture. He said he would look into it. Lo and behold the maintenance men showed up with a cut-off fixture. When I delightfully expressed my gratitude at changing the fixture, one of the men remarked, “We don’t usually do that, you must know somebody at
City Hall.”
Now the street light no longer lights up the roof of my house, but is
still floodlighting my living room and bedrooms. Oh well, I guess it’s
back to the drawing board.
Sam Bosnick
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WHERE
ARE ALL THE
ARE ALL THE

STARS

LPAC consists of half a dozen DRAA members who
are working to meet this mandate. We meet for a few
hours at one of our homes or over dinner as the need
warrants – usually once every couple of months. We
set out a course of action and try to come up with new
ideas to promote the idea of light pollution abatement.
It is understood that the public is not interested in seeing the stars as we want to see them, so our campaign
does not focus on astronomy. The only mention of the
“A” word is usually when we introduce ourselves as
members of the DRAA. After that, we focus only on the
common good to the public at large.

LPAC had a success even before the DRAA formed.
Thanks to the hard work of Mike Cook, the City of Oshawa was convinced to adopt a replacement program
for city owned luminaries (the fancy techno-term for
street light). They retrofit any defective fixture from the
old “Cobra Head” light splashing beast to the new Full
Cut-off (FCO) design luminary. FCO fixtures direct light
at least 10 degrees downward from horizontal, and illuminate the ground to the same level as the old cobra head but
with fewer watts and much less light pollution.
LPAC has embarked on a program to contact and inform local
municipalities of the virtues of sensible nighttime lighting. In
January, we are presenting our case to the Region of Durham. We hope to modify the Regional Official Plan to the extent that light pollution abatement is mandated for all regional
projects.

GOING?
Have you noticed that the stars seem to be slowly but surely
disappearing from your backyard? I have. My rural residential
lot used to have magnitude 6.2 skies only 10 years ago. Now
I rarely see much better than 5.7. This might not sound like
much, but it means the Milky Way is barely discernable.
Nearly half of the stars from my sky have been stolen – and
we are all to blame. The culprit is Light Pollution.
Light pollution is that background glow of the night sky that
causes deep sky objects and dimmer stars to hide from view.
The night sky becomes brighter than these far off worlds and
washes them from view. We spend lots of hard-earned spare
time and cash to chase the
“faint fuzzies”, and still we
cannot see much more than
a few bright Messier’s. Light
pollution is defined as that
unwanted light having a detrimental effect on people,
plants and animals. Light
pollution manifests itself as glare, light trespass, energy wastage and sky glow.

Most recently, we have attended meetings with the Provincial
Government. There currently exists a significant opportunity
to make significant inroads on the light pollution abatement
front at the provincial level.
Dalton McGuinty’s government has made conservation
a key part of their portfolio,
and this includes energy conservation as well as conservation of the natural environment. LPAC members have
attended meetings with both the Minister of the Environment
and the Minister of Energy, and our voice is being heard. We
hope to present the LPAC case to the Province’s Conservation Action Team in the near future.

“Light pollution is that background
glow of the night sky that causes
deep sky objects and dimmer stars
to hide from view”

Our society has grown accustomed to excessive nighttime
lighting. We accept annoying glare in our eyes as we approach an intersection, reducing our ability to see hazards.
We endure the glare that comes in through the bedroom window, and become accustomed to it. We pay our taxes and
electricity bills without thought to the wasteful glow in the sky.
We drive ever-increasing distances to find a dark sky location
in the hopes of catching a glimpse of that stunning galaxy
cluster.
Within the DRAA is a group called the Light Pollution Abatement Committee (LPAC). The mandate of LPAC is to build
public awareness in and support for light pollution abatement,
with the objective of convincing local municipal government to
adopt policies and enact by-laws to reduce the detrimental
effects of light pollution on the environment. We are not
against outdoor lighting. Indeed, we need some nighttime
lights for safety and security. What we are for is quality outdoor lighting and the protection of the night sky as a heritage
resource for its’ natural value and scientific interest.

There is a great deal or work to be done and we need your
help. We have many ideas that range from building improved
displays for our public outreach events, to letter writing and
presenting our case to all levels of government. Perhaps you
have some good ideas that would help the DRAA and LPAC
meet its’ mandate? Perhaps you can present the case to your
local government, or talk about light pollution abatement at
the next public outreach event?
Why not give some time to help curb the waste of light pollution. To find out more, visit www.drastronomy.com and check
out the light pollution web site. Better yet, become an LPAC
member and help to make our skies dark once again. To become a member, contact any one of the club executive or myself, chairperson of LPAC, at Wheelband@sympatico.ca.
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My Obsession
A Story of an Unskilled Craftsman Building a Dobsonian Telescope
Part 3: The Mirror Cell
So I have decided to build my own mirror cell for my dobsonian. I had originally planned on purchasing this piece but
because of my increased confidence in my own building skills
concluded from the secondary cage construction I believed I
could do it! I returned back to the previous chapter in David
Kieges book on building the mirror cell, and of course the
design to hold a 12.5” mirror was not included and I would
have to calculate it myself. I knew that at least it would only be
a 9 point floatation system to support the mirror, that added
some addition comfort in the project. Determining the size of
the mirror cell and the positions of the support for each floating pad was actually pretty simple. The key is to have each of
the 9 points (corners of 3 triangles) support the same amount
of area of the mirror. So after some basic math I had the position of each contact placement for the 9 floating points. I
could then figure the size of the triangles I would need by
measuring the distance for point to point to point of three
placements one from the inner area of the mirror and two from
the outer area. To find the spacing of the support bars holding
each floatation pad, I just had to measure the distances from
the centers of each triangle to the centers of the other triangles. The book suggested that the width of the cell should be
the diameter of the mirror plus one inch on each side. So my
width was to 14.5” inches. I quickly had the entire mirror cell
plotted out and printed to actually size, now I could physically
see the scale of what I was about to build.
Off to Metal Supermarkets to purchase the raw metal I was
going to need. The nice thing about that retailer is that they
we cut your stock to length for you. I left the store with three
1”x1” square tubes 14 inches long, two 1”x.25” bars 11 inches
long, one sheet of 1/8” stainless steel 4”x24” to cut the three
triangles from and a 1” nylon rod 9 inches long to be cut and
hollowed out for the bolt covers that line up beside the mirror.
The next step was to buy all the bolts and nuts required and
sticking with what seems to be the tradition of the book many
items were note commonly available. Fully threaded bolts 5
inches long and all metal lock nuts were not to be found at
any of the area hardware stores. Lucky for me, my supplied of
threaded inserts also carried the all metal lock nuts so I was
able to easily order the minimum of 100 of them which was
great because I only needed 6! As for the fully thread bolts I
ended up just getting a threaded rod and cut it to size then
used some of those extra all metal lock nuts as heads for
them.
Drilling The Holes
Wisely the book instructed that you drill all the holes for the
collimation, sling and support bolts before welding the mirror
cell. This was a good thing because I am sure I would have
welded it and then struggled getting the cell onto my drill
press. The drilling when surprisingly smooth, the bits I had

combined with the drill
press I was able to get
through the tubing and
the rod like butter. I was
then off the Canadian Tire
again to get some more tools,
I added a grinder and cutoff
blade along with a tap and die
set to my growing arsenal of
tools.
Welding
This was definitely the most exciting
part of the project for me, I was always
intrigued by welding yet I had know
idea really was it was and always just
assumed that it was similar to soldering, just hotter. A coworker of mine just happen to have a stick welder and was
willing to let me use it. Before I could weld the metal I had to
build a jig to hold the metal in place during the welding process, using scrap plywood I built the jig that spaced out the
metal and ensure the pieces would all be square. I arrived
over at is house on a beautiful fall day, the welder was
mounted in his garage where he has 240 volt service wired in.
The welder was huge and old, it looked extremely scary and
dangerous. All I could think was this was no soldering iron! He
explained how it worked and the turned on the welder, the
hum of the machine added the element of terrifying sound to
the mix. He reached out toward me handing a brown corroded
clamp gripping a 12” stick. My jaw drops thinking that is it!
Essentially a clamp you would use to jump a car, no wait
there isn’t that much rubber installation on it. Fortunately he
picks up the fear in my eyes and suggest that maybe he will
get things started. I turn my back to the welder to protect my
eyes as he begins the weld. Once the stick comes in contact
with the metal an arch of electricity melts the stick and the
metal joining the two pieces, that arch is unbelievably bright.
Although we were in the garage with the door closed 3 quarters it was as if I was standing in the middle of the backyard
on a summer day. Eventually I built up the nerve to give it ago
and was able to complete some of the welds.
Finishing the Frame
Once the cell was welded I pulled out my new grinder and
smoothed out all the joints. I now tapped the three holes that
the collimation bolts will thread through. Tapping was another
foreign thing to me, it is amazing that you really do not give
much thought to allot of everyday things. Following the instructions on the tap set I greased up the predrilled holes and
quickly threaded them, Not really believing it was that simple I
grabbed the threaded rod and sure enough it screwed right
through. Finally I wiped done the frame and trimcladded the
hold thing. Again I could not believe how well this was all
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My Obsession
A Story of an Unskilled Craftsman Building a Dobsonian Telescope
knobs and floatation
system in place.

coming together.
Floatation Triangles

Sling and Support Bolts
The next step was to cut out my triangles from the stainless
steel sheet. I traced out the four triangles onto the stainless
steel and acting like a pro built a jig for my grinder that would
allow me to slide it across the metal cutting a straight line.
This jig turned my grinder into a small radial arm saw. I attached the cutoff blade to the grinder, put everything in place
including the gloves and eye protection then turned on the
grinder. I slowly began cutting into the stainless steel, sparks
were flying. Then about 1 inch in the sparks changed and
huge chunks of burning hot particles started flying out of the
grinder. I quickly shutdown everything. The cutoff bladed was
completely shredded and the stainless steel was barely even
cut. I looked at this as a positive, knocking me down a notch.
Things were going to well and I will admit I believed I was simply great. I had a bad feeling about using a cutoff blade on
stainless steel so I decide to do what I should have done in
the first place, research how to cut certain metals. After about
a week I learned that there was no way I would be able to cut
through the stainless steal with my current experience level
and equipment. Instead I returned to Metal Supermarkets and
picked up a sheet of .25” aluminum, I will make my triangles
out of that. I also learned that the radial arm saw jig thingy for
my grinder was a piece of junk. I new it would be a hard and
long job but I was going to have to cut the aluminum triangles
out but hand. Days later I had my 3 rough cut triangles. I
clamped the triangles together and using the grinder I
smoothed out the edges and made all 3 identical in size.
While still clamped I marked the center and drilled out the
hole for the collimation bolt. After unclamping them I rounded
out the edges and adhered furniture pads in each corner,
these are what the mirror will rest on.
The floatation system was ready to be attached, David’s book
suggests that leveling feet used on stoves make excellent
collimation knobs. Just thread the leveling feet through the
frame, place an all metal locknut on backwards and thread it
down far enough for the triangle to slip on and another lock
nut the hold the triangle on the end of the collimation bolt. The
issue here is the lock nut on the end of the bolt has to be cut
in half so that is does not stand taller then the furniture pads.
Well after about 25 attempts at cutting a nut in half, good thing
I bought 100, I figured this was impossible and I will need to
look for another option. The solution I came up with was to
use lag bolts where the head of the bolt would be ground
down to meet the clearance height. I slipped the triangle onto
the lag bolt and that then screwed the all metal lock nut up the
shaft leaving about 1/16th of an inch allowing the triangle to
pivot. Then threaded the hole thing through the frame. As for
a knob I threaded on another lock nut and then slipped a
metal bar that I drilled a hole through in the center to act as a
handle and then another lock nut. I now had my collimation

The sling bolts are posts that
rise up beside the mirror that
are split up the shaft. You then
take a piece of safety belt material and wrap it around the sling
bolts using the split to secure the
material. Other then the furniture
pads the safety belt is the only other
piece of the cell that actually makes
contact with the mirror. To make the
bolts I cut 2 pieces of the thread rod off
and then using a hack saw cut a 2 inch
slit down the shaft. I had originally thought I could have use
my make shift radial arm saw for the cut but as previously
mentioned it was useless. Using a couple more lock nuts I
fasten the sling bolts in place. The support bolts are posts that
rise up beside the mirror to catch the mirror if it falls out of the
sling. These post are never suppose to actually touch the mirror but if they do they are slipped though a piece of nylon rod
so that they do not damage the mirror. I cut off 3 more pieces
of the thread rod and 3 pieces of the nylon rod. On the drill
press I hollow out the rod and assembled the supports following David’s book and fasten them to the frame.
Cooling Fan
The only remaining step to attach a fan to the button of the
cell, it helps the mirror climatize faster. This is just a small fan
I pillage from an old computer. Attached it to a piece of wood
and using cable ties attached that to the frame.
Truly the mirror cell is not completed, I am still missing the
safety strap to uses as a sling. However, I am going to move
on to the next phase of the project and just keep me eyes
open for that piece as I return to the hardware stores over
and over again, as I am sure I will.
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The Facts on
Light Pollution
We need to get...
From here…

To here...

come corridors of darkness that can become hiding places for
potential criminals.
Clutter:
Excessive glare can make driving difficult and light clutter can
cause distraction. For safety reasons every effort should be
made to establish quality lighting on and near heavily travelled
roads. Billboards and outdoor signs are designed to attract our
attention. Often these are lit up with bright flashing lights, and/
or lit from the bottom which allows much of the light to spill up
into the night sky. These light sources add considerably to the
overall light pollution.

Energy Waste, Greenhouse Gas, Climate Change:
A night time aerial view of a city reveals how much energy we
waste by using unshielded lights. Any direct light sources that
can be seen from above are contributing to a waste of energy
and the precious limited resources that produce that energy.
Moreover, a significant amount of greenhouse gas and air pollution was produced to create that wasted energy. It is now
The image on the left, is what a typical sky looks like from a acknowledged by world governments that greenhouse gas has
city or large town. The sky is ablaze with light that has been an effect on global warming, climate change and human
needlessly allowed to shine up where it serves no useful pur- health.
pose. This wasted light is wasted energy, and this wasted energy was produced with fossil fuel that created greenhouse By reducing the amount of upward (wasted) light we can help
gas, which in turn leads to global warming and climate change. to extend our overall energy pool, which makes good ecoMoreover, the stars that were once visible have now disap- nomic sense, reduces greenhouse gas production, helps deal
peared from view. With properly installed and appropriately with climate change and reduces respiratory-related deaths
used outdoor lighting, this sky glow can be significantly re- and illness caused by air pollution .
duced to bring back the view of the majestic sky, as shown in
the image on the right. In the process we save energy, reduce Urban Sky Glow:
our dependence on fossil fuels, and realize reductions in This is the bane of astronomers and anyone that wants to see
greenhouse gas emissions, and that helps to take action the night sky for its infinite beauty. The combined output of all
the lights in a city cause the sky to be washed out. Stars and
against climate change.
other objects, such as the Milky Way and galaxies, become
increasingly impossible to see.
Components of Light Pollution:
Light trespass
Spill light coming from another property.
Glare
From seeing the bright filament of an Sky glow is rapidly becoming worse. We must start now to enunshielded light, troublesome and courage quality lighting. Reducing the upward shining light will
help eliminate light pollution. Our children need to be able to
dangerous.
Clutter
Excessive grouping of lights, causes see the stars. They are the ones with the eager questions and
imaginations that will shape our future!
confusion as well.
Energy waste
Costing us over nearly 2 billion dollars
The night sky is no less deserving of protection than other sigper year in North America.
Urban sky glow
Domes of light over cities. Blocks out faint nificant natural features. The night sky must be protected as a
objects such as the Milky Way, galaxies. heritage resource having natural value and scientific interest.
Only a few bright stars can be seen from
the city.
Some Easy Solutions:
• Use the right amount of light, not overkill.
Light Trespass:
• Shield the light so that is goes down, not up or sideways.
Light from an unshielded fixture that is suppose to be illuminat- • Use light timer controls whenever possible.
ing the ground is also casting light upward. This is wasted light • Use LPS fixtures whenever possible because it is the most
and wasted money. Some fixtures spill light onto other properenergy efficient and because its light can be filtered out with
ties. This can be prevented by taking care in the placement
telescope filters.
and alignment of the light.
• Avoid using round globe lights unless they are properly
shielded.
Glare:
• Be aware of quality lighting. Let people know when you see
Generally speaking, if you can see a light’s filament or source
some good and attractive lighting arrangements.
from a reasonable distance then the light is not well shielded.
• Educate other people about the adverse effects of inappropriate lighting.
The glare from an unshielded fixture can compromise visibility
and increases the chance for accidents. Bright glare can also
Michael Cook
produce high contrast shadows. These shadows actually beLPAC Member
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